Effects of electric charges on hydrophobic forces. II
We study by molecular-dynamics simulations the effect of electric charges of either sign on hydrophobic interactions and on the dynamics of hydration water, using explicit water and very simplified solutes. Results show that the presence of a charged solute can disrupt the "hydrophobic contact bond" between two apolar solutes nearby, by forcing them towards a different configuration. As a consequence of different structural changes of the solvent caused by charges of opposite sign, the effect is markedly charge-sign-dependent. Analogous weaker effects appear to be induced by the presence of one additional apolar element. The dynamics of hydration water around each solute is also seen to be strongly influenced by the presence of other (charged or uncharged) nearby solutes. Comparison between our results on hydration water dynamics around charged solutes and available experimental data allows sorting out the effects of solute charge sign and size. Our results also offer a plain interpretation of the equivalence of the effects on water structure due to solute ions and to high pressures. These results reflect at a basic paradigmatic level the immensely more complex cases of well-known phenomena such as salting-in and salting-out, and of protein conformational changes caused, e.g., by the arrival of a charged or of an apolar group (phosphorilation or methylation). As it will be discussed, they help in the direction of Delbruck's desirable "progress towards a radical physical explanation" for this class of phenomena.